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Products

30 years of developing Software Applications
Showcasing today within Teams - MindGenius

Blending Aspects of
- Mind Mapping Techniques
- Project Management Tools
- Microsoft Teams’ Collaboration Capability

Providing a Collaborative & Creative Workspace within Microsoft Teams

making Remote Collaboration on Ideas Stimulating & Feasible

Collective Brainstorming

- Strategy
- Problem Solving
- Planning
- Project Management
- Status Meetings
- Risk Assessments
- Improvement Initiatives
- etc

The Result

- makes Online Workshops Effective
- gives On-Line Meetings a Focus
- Improves Remote Collaboration
- Provides a credible Alternative to In-Person Workshops

Ultimately makes Hybrid Working easier more practical
What's the Problem?

The Challenges Faced

Working with Teams
- Small
- Large
- Multiple Pods

Ineffective Meetings
- Cluster of Small Teams contributing to an Overall Group Objective
- Lack of Clarity
  - Across the Team(s) in what we / they are trying to Achieve
  - There is only so much that can be done
- Uncertainty

Poor Prioritizing

 Actions speak louder than words
- Words more than Action
- Managing Work in Progress (WIP)

Get best Return for our Efforts
- Transitioning from Thinking about it to Making Things Happen
- Not just One Project
- Multiple Projects

Prioritize the Correct Things to Do

High Impact
- Easy Wins
- Big Bets

Low Impact
- Incremental
- Money Pit
The Solution

1. Better Idea Generation
   - Quickly
   - Organize
   - Prioritize
   - Capture
   - Action
   - Real-time Visualization encourages Comprehensive Participation

2. Simpler Project Management
   - Heard
   - Seen
   - Valued

3. One Version of the Truth
The Solution

1. Better Idea Generation
   - Defining Clear Objectives
   - Managing Scope Creep
   - Improved Risk Identification and Mitigation
   - Managing Stakeholder Expectations

2. Simpler Project Management
   - Enhanced Understanding of Project Scope and Objectives
     - With Improved Visibility and Transparency
     - no need to Jump in and Out of Applications Multiple Times a Day
     - Progress Tracking
     - Reporting
     - Analytics
   - Single Point of Reference
   - Digital Asset and Resource Centre
     - Real Time
     - Reporting
     - Analytics

3. One Version of the Truth
   - Comprehensive Task Management
     - Timely Notifications and Reminders
     - Ensuring that everyone stays on Track and Meets their Targets
Value & Benefits

- Better problem-solving
  - Improved
  - Idea Generation
    - Visualization Simplifies Complexities
      - Quickly get to Identifying the Core Issue & Potential Solutions
        - Identifying
          - Relationships
          - Dependencies
        - Thought Through
          - Data Driven
          - Everyone on Same Page
          - Easier to Assess and Prioritize Issues
          - Better able to Respond and Manage
  - Decision-Making is Better
    - Teams & Organisation are more Able to Accept & Adapt to Change
      - Improved Status Awareness & Communication
      - Better use of Time
Value & Benefits

- Better problem-solving
- Improved Status Awareness & Communication
  - Across the Team and Stakeholders
    - Status Reporting
    - Dashboards
    - Timelines
    - Taskboards
  - Real Time at your fingertips
    - Keeping you Aware and Informed
      - Provides more time to focus on Real Issues
  - No Need to Schedule Routine Status Meetings
    - Simpler to Organize and Plan
    - Early Identification of Bottlenecks
    - More Aware of Resource Utilisation
    - Across Multiple Projects
- Better use of Time
Demo

Idea Generation

Seemlessly Inject New Ideas

Effortless re-organize Information

Prioritizing

Managing Workload

Audit Trail of Changes

Added

Deleted

Replaced Text

Moved

What & When

Drag & Drop

Automatically Slots In

No re-formatting required
Who is this for?

- Individuals
- Teams
- Anyone Challenging the Status Quo
  - At Work
  - At Home
- Anyone Planning
  - Event
  - Change
- Executive Management Team
- Managers
- Project Managers
- Stakeholders
- Clients
- Creative Professionals
- Financial Advisors
- Students
- Educators
- Dyslexics
- Education
- etc.
Summary

Your Unique Space
- a private place to Think
- Evaluate & Rate with Ease
- Effortlessly add Fresh Insights

or a shared Team Workspace
- Quickly Capture Thoughts
- Do the Right Things
- Do them Right.

 Variety of Powerful Visual Tools to help you
- Helps ensure we continually
- Outstanding Workload
- What's Needed When
- What's Most Important,

Turn Ideas into Actions
- Visually highlights
Try it Today

Revolutionize the Way your Team Tackles Complex Projects!

Get the App Now

Visit Teams App Store to get started with MindGenius Online for Microsoft Teams

Speak to Us

www.MindGenius.com

Donaldm@mindgenius.com

arrange a convenient time to talk

Thanks
Get the app now

Visit AppSource to get started with **MindGenius** for Microsoft Teams

Visit AppSource to get started with **Jumpree** for Microsoft Teams

Visit AppSource to get started with **Sharpen Notes** for Microsoft Teams